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FLY MILITARY AIRCRAFT AND PASSENGER AIRLINERS:Turboprop Flight Simulator is a new 3D aircraft simulator game, which puts you in the pilot seat of aircraft derived from the Airbus A400M Atlas tactical aircraft, and regional aircraft ATR 42 / ATR 72. FUN:* Pilot three versions of military aircraft: tactical cargo, coast guard, and special operations. * Pilot two regional aircraft, plus military variants of
air early warning. * Learn to fly with training missions (teach the basics of flying, taxiing, takeoff and landing). * Challenge yourself on various missions and get your wings. * Explore the interior of the plane directly (in most levels, and freeflight). * Interact with various items (doors, cargo roads, strobes, headlights). * Drive land vehicles. * Load, unload, and airdrop supplies and vehicles with cargo planes. *
Takeoff and landing on improvised runways (and airports, for sure). * Fly without restrictions in freeflight mode, or create flight routes on the map. * Fly in various times of the day, fog and wind conditions. OTHER FEATURES:* NEW AIRCRAFT SIMULATOR GAMES &amp;amp; FREE made in 2017 and updated in 2018! * NO COMPULSORY ADVERTISING! Optional only, which is appreciated between
flights. * Great 3D graphics (with detailed cockpit for all aircraft). * Realistic physics for flight simulation. * Complete pilot controls (including steering, flaps, spoilers, thrust rewinds, automatic brakes and landing gear). * Multiple control options (including mixed slope sensor &amp;amp; stick/c.k.a). * Multiple cameras (including cockpit cameras with captain and copilot positions). * Close to realistic engine
sounds (turbine and propeller sounds recorded from real aircraft). * Partial and total aircraft destruction (clipping wingtips, full wing separation, tail separation, and major fuselage damage). * Big island with lots of airports. * Selection of measurement units for air speed, flight altitude, and distance (metrics, flight standards, and imperial). Laminar Research Android 6.0 + Version: 11.4.6 $0 X-Plane Flight
Simulator (MOD, Unlocked) - a very interesting and interesting flight simulator on your android device. The developer of this game offers you to sit down for a large number of planes, and feel like a plane navigator. Fight in aerial combat, or just fly on a plane and enjoy the beauty and beautiful sunsets. The choice is your own, and the game has a huge number of vehicles to choose from. Fly around the
world and earn points and coins that you can buy new planes. Updated to version 11.4.6! Precio especially con descuento! Vive una experiencia de vuelo genuina en cualquier parte del mundo y explora escenarios y aeropuertos en alta resolución con mapas satélite, edificios 3D, pistas, procedimientos y tráfico aéreo. Únete a vuelos en tiempo real, chatea con pilots and join them in multiplayer. Pesawat
Flight Management and interacts with ATC air controllers. Access Community-created design and customize aircraft, indicators, failures, and weather conditions. Become a real pilot! Manual/Tutorial: wiki.realflightsimulator.org/wikiVUELA NOW:- Takeoff, landing, or full flight.- Automatic flight plan creation. ADVANCED FLIGHT PACKAGE (PRO only)- Various options for creating/editing/duplicating complex
flight plans.- Date/time: PERS./REAL (day and night cycles)-Flight plans with departure, Arrival, APPROACH AND TRANSITION procedures (SID and STAR)- Aircraft: V-SPEEDS, GROSS WEIGHT LIMIT, FUEL CONSUMPTION, ESTIMATED FLIGHT TIME WITH FUEL CUSTOMIZATION, PASSENGERS AND CARGO.-Meteorology/Arrival Desk: PERS./NYATA - WIND/SPEED DIRECTION, MAIN
METEOROLOGY (CLEAR, NIEBLA, RAIN, STORM, NIEVE), NUBES, NUBES BASE, REAL-TIME FLIGHTS (PRO only)- 40,000 real-time flights daily.- Real-time traffic from the world's 35 largest airports and their connected destinations.- Join the real-time flights available and take them to your destination. MULTIPLAYER (PRO only)- Join hundreds of pilots and fly together anywhere in the world.- Chat
with any multiplayer pilot. Features:MULTIPANEL ADVANCED SYSTEM: customize instruments and indicators. Special design, 3D cockpit, functional parts, and lights. AIRPORTS35 HD: High resolution satellite images, 3D buildings, taxiways and exits, arrival and approach procedures, UN and VDGS.500 SD: Tracks, 3D buildings and exit and approach procedures. 14 000 LD (PRO only): Tracks and
output and approach procedures. Air and ground traffic (PRO only). ATC Air 177 traffic control (PRO only)- ATC multi-voice interactive communication and procedures.- Frequency: ATIS, GROUND, TOWER, APPROACH, EN ROUTE, EMERGENCYFALLOS: PERS./ALEAT. - ALTITUDE/SPEED SENSOR, FUEL TANK, LANDING GEAR, ENGINE, FLAP, SPOILERONES, REVERSING, WHEEL,
STEERING WHEEL, SPOILER, BRAKE, ELECTRICAL SYSTEM, RADAR. MEDAN SATELLITE (PRO only): Satellite images of terrain from around the world in high definition. SATELLITE ALTITUDE MAP (PRO only): Altitude map from around the world in High definition. (Satellite data requires a connection to the data transmission). DESIGN: Design your plane and share it with other players around the
world. IN GAME:-ADVANCED MULTI PANEL SYSTEM:. INSTRUMENTS: PFD, ND, FMS, Map, Engine, Fuel, Altimeter/ Anemo.INDIKATORS: Air/Ground/Vertical Speed, Title, Altitude AGL / ASM, ETE Next/Dest, Destination, Next WP, Nearest Airport, Ground/OAT Temp, Activity/Flight/UTC/Local/Arrival Time, N1, V-Speeds and more-ILS Instrument Landing System-CONTROLS: Main Throttle, Flaps,
Landing Gear, Spoiler, Brake, Rudder and Pushback-GROUND SYSTEMS: GPU, UN, PUSHBACK-SYSTEMS AIRCRAFT: HUD, WP/PESAWAT/COMMS, A LIGHTS-ENGINES: Start/Stop Engines, Separated Throttles, ANTI FIRE-FUEL: Weight balancing, fuel dumping and real fuel consumption-AUTOPILOT: NAVIGATION, APPROACH + SPEED, HDG, ALT, V/S-MASTER CAUTION ALARM-VDGS: At
all HD-MAP airports: airport and waypoint topography. Detailed airport display (HD Airport) + FMC and FLIGHT-MULTI CAMERAREANUDAR PACKAGE LAST ACTIVITYTUTORIAL FLIGHT REGISTRATION/ONLINE MANUAL Version PRO requires a subscription. Attendance: rfs@rortos.com *** Special discounted price! Experience unique flying anywhere in the world and explore high-resolution
landscapes and airports with satellite maps, 3D buildings, runways, procedures and air traffic. Hop on real-time flights, chat with other pilots and join them in multiplayer mode. Manage flight packages and interact with ATC controllers. Get access to thousands of community-created designs, customize all their planes, indicators, mistakes, and weather conditions. Become a real pilot! Manual / Tutorial:
wiki.realflightsimulator.org/wikiVUELA NOW: - Takeoff, landing or full flight - Automatic creation of flight plans. ADVANCED FLIGHT PLAN (PRO only) -Multiple options for creating/editing/duplicating complex flight plans -Date/time: CUSTOMIZED/REAL (night and day cycles) -Flight plans with departure, Arrival, FOCUS and TRANSITION (SID and STAR) procedures -Aircraft: V-SPEED, GROSS WEIGHT
LIMIT, FUEL FUEL, ESTIMATED FLIGHT TIME with Fuel Customization, PASSENGER AND COST-Climate/ Departure and Arrival Metar: CUSTOM/REAL - WIND DIRECTION/SPEED, MAIN CLIMATE (2019). NIEBLA, RAIN, STORM, NIEVE), NUBES, CLOUD BASE, TURBULENCE, FLOOR TEMPERATUREVUELOS IN REAL TIME (PRO ONLY) -40.000 flights in real time every day -Real-time traffic
for the world's 35 Largest and Connected Destinations - Jump on every available flight in real time and take it to your destinationMULTIJUGADOR (PRO only) -Join hundreds of other pilots and fly together anywhere in the world -Chat with multi-player pilotsCaracteristics :ADVANCED MULTI PANEL SYSTEM: Customize your instruments and meters: custom livery, 3D live cockpit, work objects, and
lightsAEROPUERTOS 35 HD: high resolution satellite images, Realistic 3D buildings, taxiway and exits, arrival and approach procedures, UN and VDGS 500 SD: runways, building 3 Outgoing and approach procedures and approach 14000 LD (PRO only): tracks and procedures out and approach ground and air traffic (special PRO)ATC air traffic control (PRO only) -Interactive multi-voice ATC procedures
and communications. -Frequency: ATHEIST, TERRENO, TORRE, FOCUS, ON THE GO, EMERGENCYFALLAS: ADJUSTABLE/RANDOM - ALTITUDE/SPEED SENSOR, FUEL DEPOSIT, TRAIN ENGINE, FINS, AILERONS, THRUST INVERTERS, TIRES, STEERING, SPOILERS, BRAKES, ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, RADARTERRENO BY SATELLITE (PRO ONLY): High definition satellite terrain
worldwide SATELLITE HEIGHTMAPS (PRO only): High definition maps worldwide (Satellite data requires online connection to transmit data)LIVERIES: create liveries of your aircraft and share them with other players around the worldIN GAMES: ADVANCED MULTI PANEL SYSTEMS: INSTRUMENTS: INSTRUMENTS: ND, FMS, Map, Fuel, Altimeter / Anemo INDICATORS: Air / Land / Vertical Speed,
Course, Altitude AGL / ASM, ETE Next / Destination, Destination, Next WP, Nearest Airport, Ground Temperature / OAT, Wind, Activity / Flight / UTC / Local / Arrival Time, Fuel, N1, V-Speed and More Instrument Landing Systems -SIL -CONTROLS : main throttle, fins, landing gear, airball, brakes, steering and thrust -BACKGROUND SYSTEM : GPU, UN, PUSHBACK -AERONAVE SYSTEMS: HUD,
WP/AIRCRAFT/HUD COMMUNICATIONS, APU, ANTI ICE, NAV/BEACON/LANDING/STROBE LIGHTS MOTORS: engine start/stop, separate strangler, ANTI-FIRE - FUEL: weight balance, Fuel disposal and actual fuel consumption -AUTOPILOTO: NAVIGATION, FOCUS (Auto Landing System) + SPEED, HDG, ALT, V/S MASTER ALARM ALERT -VDGS: DOCKING VISUAL GUIDE SYSTEM IN ALL
AIRPORTS HD -MAP: top Detailed view of airport (AIRPORT HD) + FMC and flight plan - ROOMSPAUSA / IN FLIGHT: -FAST ACTIVITY: runway / takeoff door, Landing, Short Landing, Next WP and Current Position -DATE/TIME: CUSTOMIZED/REAL-AIRCRAFT: Full customization (load/passenger/fuel) at any time during your flight -WEATHER: CUSTOMIZED/REAL-FAILURE:
CUSTOMIZED/RANDOM/OFFREANUDAR DAILY ACTIVITY MANUAL LAST ONLINE/TUTORIAL PRO version requires a protected subscription : [email protected] protected]
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